
 
 

CONSENT FORM 

The event registrant hereby gives and grants to Metrc, LLC and its related and affiliated entities, its subsidiaries and its 

licensees, successors and assigns (“Company”) the royalty-free right and license to publish, broadcast, transmit and 

otherwise use his/her name, likeness, image, photograph, voice, remarks, autograph, biographical information and video 

portrayals (collectively, the “Attributes”), in whole or in part, in edited or shorted form in any and all media now known or 

hereinafter developed without territorial, time or other use limitations as Company.  

The event registrant understands and acknowledges: 1) that Company may use his/her Attributes alone or in combination 

with other text, or material and may or may not include use of any names, 2) that Company may, in its sole discretion, 

edit, modify or excerpt remarks, 3) the intent of this Consent is to convey to Company any and all rights the undersign 

may have to his/her Attributes (or the edited version thereof), so that Company may use it for production, distribution, 

broadcast, marketing, advertising and promotion without any additional approval from or compensation to the event 

registrant, 4) Company will be the sole owner of all rights in and to the works created that use the Attributes and 5) 

Company is under no obligation to use any of the Attributes. 

I represent and warrant that my remarks and any modifications thereof by Company which do not alter the spirit or 

integrity of my remarks, may be used in any advertising, marketing or promotion, that they accurately reflect my opinion, 

and the statements made are known to be true and are based on my personal experience with Metrc and its products. I 

agree to notify the Company immediately if any of my remarks no longer represent my true and honest experience and 

opinions and upon request, I agree to confirm that such altered Statements accurately reflect my true and honest 

experience and opinions. 

The event registrant agrees to release Company from and against any costs, claims, damages, liabilities of any kind, 

which may arise from use of the Attributes. The event registrant represents and affirms that he/she is of the age of 

majority in his/her state of residence.  

The event registrant has read this Consent and understands the rights granted hereunder. 

 


